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Introduction
The LCDTERM© module is comprised of a PCB containing an LCD screen, 3 or more Mechanical buttons,
Resistive or Capacitive touch, and a local Microprocessor connected to provide the control and interface
functionality of a Display Terminal for Embedded Microprocessor systems.
The communication interface is provided over a SPI, or UART bus with operational capabilities listed in
the Electrical Specification section.
The SPI interface allows easy connection of 4 lines (CSn, MOSI, MISO, CLK) between any Embedded
system requiring display functionality and the LCDTERM board. This is the only interface needed to send
data (text or graphics) to the LCD display, and to receive button presses from the LCDTERM module.
The UART interface comprising of two signals (Tx and Rx) allow connecting the LCD board to any
embedded system. The same command set used over the SPI bus can be used over the UART interface.
The UART interface is also used to facilitate downloads of FONT PACKs and bitmap Images to the
NVRAM of LCDTERM that might not be possible to accomplish using an embedded system due to the
typically limited capabilities to store and move large amounts of data.
An USB/UART interface adapter board is provided by BCI to allow connection to a standard PC USB port,
which together with the “Download Manager” software will allow downloads of FONTPACKs and
IMAGES from a PC. See Figures 1-3.
By using the USB/UART interface adapter, the user can send LCDTERM commands from any Terminal
program (such as TerraTerm or RealTerm).
Multiple commands allow listing of FONTs and IMAGEs currently stored in LCDTERM’s NVRAM, so the
user knows what’s currently on the device.
LCDTERM allows user input buttons to be programmed ahead of time with different response dynamics,
and to provide user feedback through the same SPI Interface. LCDTERM logic provides all functionality
necessary to capture user inputs, including waking the LCDTERM device from deep sleep, without the
need for the User’s system to handle interrupts or polling of buttons.
Commands sent over the SPI, or UART interface to the LCDTERM module are parsed and acknowledged
or rejected by the parser if the Syntax (described in COMM Interface chapter) is not observed.
Both SPI and UART interfaces can be used concurrently, the commands sent are put in an execution
queue and executed in the order they were received.

Best Circuits Inc.
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Electrical Connections
The LCDTERM Electrical connection to a user’s Embedded System is meant to be a very simple oneconnector implementation. In order to provide support for LCDTERM, the Embedded System Designer
would place the 8-pin inline connector described below, at a convenient place on their board, and route
the handful of signals on the Embedded System board.
The LCDTERM PCB is meant to be plugged into a user’s Embedded System via an in-line 8 pin connector
socket such as Harwin Inc. part# M20-7820842 or any other 0.1” center to center 8 pin socket such as
shown in Figure 1a. The mating connector that comes loaded on the LCDTERM is Harwin part# M209770846 or similar 8 pin unshrouded header (Figure 1b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Socket and Pin header connectors

To provide the maximum flexibility in positioning the LCDTERM board onto a user’s embedded system
PCB, the LCDTERM PCB comes with 8 pin headers at both ends of the board (Figure 4).
The user can decide to load one or the other, or even both if space permits. The pinout of top or
bottom connectors are the same as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Top and bottom connector pinouts

Best Circuits Inc.
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The signals needed to interface LCDTERM to a user’s system, are simple and easy to implement on a
host Embedded system as follows:
Power Supply:
Power (pin 1) and GND (pin 2) connections are needed to provide 3.3V to the LCDTERM device from the
host system. Either TOP or BOTTOM connector can be used to power the LCDTERM board, all
connections between the TOP and BOTTOM connectors are wired in parallel. Some LCDTERM models,
cannot tolerate voltages higher than 3.6V, it is advisable to check with a Voltmeter to make sure power
supplied to LCDTERM remains under 3.5VDC at all times. While the power supply requirement is 3.3V,
the LCDTERM device can tolerate 5V signals on its IO lines. Maximum Voltages and required current are
listed for each model in the Specification section.
***LCDTERM requires 165ms. to initialize itself and be ready to receive commands from a host system.**
SPI BUS:
The typical SPI bus consists of 4 lines, CSn, SCK, MOSI, MISO as detailed in Table 1. Almost all Embedded
Systems have at least one SPI bus, which shares the SCK, MOSI, and MISO lines among all the devices on
the bus. A unique signal is needed from the Host System to provide a Chip Select (CSn) function to the
LCDTERM board. This CSn line will address the LCDTERM board as if it was a discrete IC on the SPI bus,
and will treat it as a slave device.
Signal name
CSn

Function
Chip Select

Signaling logic
3.3-5V, active Low

CLK

Clock generated by master
on Host System
Master Our, Slave in. Data
input signal to LCDTERM
Master In, Slave out, Data
Output from LCDTERM

3.3-5V

MOSI
MISO

3.3-5V
3.3-5V

Table 1: SPI bus signal description
The parameters for the SPI interface are shown in Table 2 below.
Parameter
Speed
Frame size
CSn
CLOCK polarity
SETUP
LATCH

Specification
1-24MHz, 12 MHz preferred
8 bit, MSb gets sent first
Chip select active low. allow 1us delay from assertion to first clock or
data edge, and 1ns from end of CLK or data edge to de-assertion of CSn.
High
On trailing edge
On Rising Edge. (User’s system sends data on the falling edge, LCDTERM
latches it in on the rising edge)
Table 2: SPI bus timing parameters

Best Circuits Inc.
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UART:
Almost all Embedded Systems implement a serial UART port. LCDTERM can communicate with the
Embedded system over such port without any additional signaling requirements.
Pins 7 and 8 are the Tx and Rx pins of the UART interface. The UART allows for 3.3V TTL signaling, but
tolerates 5V signals. It is not a true serial RS-232 interface, so it cannot connect directly to a PC. For such
a connection, the Manufacturer provides a UART/RS-232 dongle as shown in Figure 3.
Signal name
Tx
Rx

Function
Transmit line (out) from
Embedded Host System
Rx line (into) embedded
system.

Signaling logic
3.3-5V
3.3-5V

Table 3: SPI bus signal description
The timing for the UART Interface as shown in Table 4.

Parameter
Speed
Frame size
Parity
Stop bits

Specification
19,200 baud
8 bit
Even
1

Table 4: SPI bus signal description

Figure 3: USB to UART interface board
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The USB/UART interface board is used to communicate with the LCDTERM device when plugged into
connector J1.
(***Always observe matching of Pin1 on the USB/UART interface board to pin 1 on the LCDTERM
board. Pin 1 on both boards have a square (rather than round) pad on pin 1. Failure to align the two
connectors property will result in damage to LCDTERM and possibly the USB/UART board).

Best Circuits Inc.
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Mechanical Connections

Figure 4: LCDTERM vertical headers at both ends of board
For mechanical rigidity, LCDTERM provides six (6) 0.125” mounting holes at various locations on the
board which can support plastic or metal standoffs to provide a sturdy mechanical connection to the
user’s Embedded system board. Figure 6 provides some dimensions of mounting hole and connector
locations (top view). Mechanical drawings and 3D models are also available on the LCDTERM website.

Figure 5: Mechanical drawing of LCDTERM177 model
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Software Tools
The Manufacturer of LCDTERM provides Windows 7/10 compatible software called LCDTERM Download
Manager. This software allows the user to download FONTs and IMAGES into the NVRAM from a PC. He
downloaded graphics can be used at any time for fast display of Logos, and all types of images edited
externally.
The executable can be downloaded from www.LCDTERM.COM DOWNLOAD page and is typically named
LCDTERM_Download_Manager_Setup.exe
The executable will install the program in the user’s choice directory and will add the LCDTERM
application under the Windows startup button. The main screen of the LCDTERM Download Manager
looks like shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: LCDTERM DOWNLOAD MANAGER
The download manager provides three critical functions to the LCDTERM product.
FONT DOWNLOAD
It allows downloads of FONTPACKs into the NVRAM of the LCDTERM, as well as allowing the user to
resize and download almost any bitmap image of almost any format into the Image area of LCDTERM.
The FONTPACK downloader screen looks similar to the one shown in Figure 7.
It requires the user names the FONTPACK to be downloaded, and provides the Browse function to allow
the user to locate the FONTPACK on their hard drive.
The user will have to select from the dropdown menu the COMM port, which was assigned by the OS to
the USB to UART interface board when it was fist plugged into the PC’s USB port. Once all these items
Best Circuits Inc.
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are set, the user needs to press the download button and observer the activity in the larger window of
the FONT Downloader. There will be similar text on the LCDTERM Screen indicating a download is in
progress.

Figure 7: DOWNLOAD MANAGER FONT download screen
IMAGE DOWNLOAD
The second function of the LCDTERM DOWNLOAD Manager is to allow user bitmaps to be downloaded
into the LCDTERM device. Almost any graphical image of any standard format can be selected and
automatically formatted to fit the LCDTERM display size. For the 1.77” product, the final image that can
be placed in NVRAM can be 128x160 pixels in portrait mode or 160x128 pixels in landscape mode.
Figures 9 and 10 shows the cursor location for each of the screen orientations. For LCDTERM280,
LCDTERM430, and LCDTERM1010 the size and cursor positions are shown in the Specification page.
Images have to be assigned a unique name by the user prior to download so that the LCDTERM
Firmware can properly index and keep track of them. The user will then navigate to the location where
the desired bitmap file is located and select it.
The width and height box allows the user to re-size the image to fit the screen or any portion thereof,
keeping in mind that the 1.77” screen in only capable of displaying 128x160 pixels. Our larger screens
offer the correspondingly higher resolution.
For best quality, it would be best for images to be created in native size on Photo editing platforms and
not resized when downloading them into memory, since scaling images is almost always a lossy process
and some color details will be lost. Images are converted to RGB565 coding, so the best RGB format to
bring images into the download menu is RGB888, or 24bit RGB. The user has the option to re-size the
Best Circuits Inc.
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image to any width or height desired, which has the potential to change its aspect ratio, so for best
reproduction of images on LCDTERM, the width to height ratio has to match the original image. Similar
to the FONT download screen, the COMM port to which the USB/UART Interface Board was mapped
would have to be selected by the user from the drop-down menu.

Figure 8: DOWNLOAD MANAGER IMAGE download screen

(0,0)

(0,0)

(128,160)

(160,128)

Figure 9: PORTRAIT Orientation

Figure 10: LANDSCAPE Orientation
Best Circuits Inc.
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COMMAND TERMINAL
Commands can also be sent from any terminal program such as “Realterm” or “Terraterm” running on
the PC to LCDTERM as if it was connected to an embedded system through the Rx and Tx lines. This
allows prototyping of code and commands on the LCDTERM ahead of integrating the code into the
user’s Embedded System code.
As a convenience to our customers, the LCDTERM Download Manager EZ Software allows a box, in
which the user can place commands and parameters separated by commas, which will be sent through
the USB/UART Interface Board to the LCDTERM.
The command strings consist of a Command byte followed by the required number of parameters.
Each command or parameter value has to be separated by commas as shown in Figure 11.
Hex parameters need to have the 0x prefix in front of the number to indicate to the parser that the
value is a hex value (example: 0x72). Decimal values are entered without any prefix.
The commands are very simple one-byte unique identifiers listed in the Command List chapter of this
document.

Figure 11: Command Terminal
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The latest LCD DONWLOAD MANGER EZ program allows selection of any of the 40 commands from a
drop down menu. Parameters are needed for some commands, and once they are entered in the box,
and the “GENERATE” button pressed, a hex command is assembled automatically on the line below.
Clicking the “SEND” button will transmit the string to LCDTERM which will respond with ‘Successful
acknowledge of transfer” if the command was sent successfully to LCDTERM. Otherwise, various error
conditions will be displayed such as “wrong number of parameters” or most likely informative type
responses as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Command Terminal responses
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Firmware Functionality
The LCDTERM firmware is an intelligent piece of code that translates the user’s wishes (communicated
through simple commands) into complex routines and control algorithms for the LCD module, which
ultimately renders the text and graphics desired by the user.
The firmware developed by BCI along with the constant compatibility testing of all hardware utilized in
the LCDTERM product, coupled with tight Manufacturing control, ensures that the user does not have to
worry about meeting Electrical Specs, or timing requirements for the different components of the
system. If in the future the user needs to implement a larger screen or a more complex user input such
as capacitive multi-touch, he does not have to re-design the product in order to accommodate higher
performance or more resource hungry hardware. The 8-pin interface and command protocol stays the
same for all LCDTERM products, so any LCDTERM devices can be plugged into the same socket the only
consideration being mechanical fit of the desired LCDTERM device.
LCDTERM normally ships with the FontPackBasic1, which contains the 19 fonts listed in Table 5, the
actual Glyphs are shown in Appendix A.

BCI FONT INDEX
size(pt.)
B001 - Arial Narrow
- 10
B002 - Arial
- 12
B003 - Arial
- 16
B004 - Arial
- 32
B005 - Arial Italic
- 12
B006 - Arial Bold
- 12
B007 - Arial Numbers
- 50
B008 - Times New Roman
- 12
B009 - Times New Roman
- 16
B00A - Times New Roman
- 32
B00B - Times New Roman Bold
- 12
B00C - Times New Roman Italic
- 12
B00D - Times New Roman Numbers
- 50
B00E - Courier
- 12
B00F - Courier
- 40
B010 - Courier Numbers
- 50
B011 - Hobo
- 23
B012 - Lithos
- 19
B013 - Windings
- 24

Table 5: Fonts Included in FontPackBASIC1

Best Circuits Inc.
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Theory of Operation
The LCDTERM module accepts commands over the SPI or UART interface of a typical Embedded System
allowing users to display text or graphics to the color LCD screen without interfacing directly with the
control logic of the LCD display controller, the onboard NVRAM, and all associated intricacies of setting
up and moving around FONT and Image data. Instead, a simple command structure is provided to tell
the LCDTERM module where to place the cursor and what Data or Graphics to place at the cursor
location.
The LCDTERM device allows both Text and Graphics bitmaps to be displayed using simple “Terminal”
style commands. The commands are sent either as a Hex number to represent a counter values, or as
Hex codded ASCII characters to denote names or labels. The Command Set is shown in Table 6.
Command
ID (Hex)

Format and parameters

Description

LCD Init Commands
0x11

INTERFACE_TEST(Param_1,
Param_2, Param_3-Param_n)

Interface test is meant to test the validity of the interface, by
sending a bunch of sequential bytes (num_bytes) starting at a
certain value (start_val). The LCDTERM interface will receive
the bytes and will compare against an internal counter that
starts at (start_val) and stops after (num_bytes) have been
received. The LCDTERM will print statistics of pass/fail on the
screen.
Param_1 ->> Number of bytes to send for the test (max 0xFF)
Param_2 ->> Start value of test (0x00-0xFF)

0x12

NO_OP ()

NO OP command which when sent to the LCD solicits a
response of 0x55 meaning command was accepted.

0x14

LCD_ID ()

Request ID of LCDTERM panel. LCD will return Model# as the
first parameters follows:
0x01 1.7” display
0x02 2.8” display
0x03 4.3” display
0x04 10.1” display
The second string returned will be code Revision in ASCII coded
format such as 2.1.0 or hex codes 0x32, 0x2E, 0x31, 0x2E, 30.
The parameters sent are dummy bytes to enable receipt of the
ID information.

0x15

RESET_LCD ()

Reset LCD panel, clear off all display settings. This command
will initialize the screen to Factory Settings, removing all
formatting.

Best Circuits Inc.
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0x16

BKLIGHT_CTRL (Param_1)

Backlight control, drives the PWM waveform that corresponds
to LCD backlight control.
Param_1 = 0 – 100 with 0 meaning backlight is off, 100 means
fully on, various values in between will provide the desired
backlight dimming.

0x17

SLEEP_MODE (Param_1)

Put LCDTERM Controller in sleep mode.
Param_1 ->> Sleep Model parameter
0x00 = LCDTERM sleep mode not enabled
0x01 = LCDTERM is set to SLEEP mode
0x03 = LCDTERM is set to DEEP SLEEP mode.
** LCDTERM can be awakened by SLEEP_MODE command with
Param_1 set to 0x00. Only a touch screen press or press of S1
will wake up LCDTERM from the DEEP SLEEP mode, which is the
most aggressive power save mode. ***
Sleep mode Power savings covered under the Specification
section.

0x18

SET_SPLASH(Param_1)

This command disables the splash screen typically showing the
LCDTERM logo, plus the 10 second delay before the module
becomes ready to execute commands.
Param_1 ->> Splash Screen mode
0 = disable the splash screen, so after power on, only a blank
black screen comes up. The setting is stored in NVRAM, so the
unit will come up in that mode every time.
1 = standard (image#0) graphic is displayed for 10 seconds
after LCDTERM is powered on.
Again, settings will be stored for next time, so the Splash Screen
will be displayed next time LCDTERM is powered on.

Best Circuits Inc.
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Cursor Commands
0x30

SET_CURSOR (Param_1)

This command usually sets up display parameters on the LCD to
specify setting the cursor location in X and Y coordinates. For a
128x160 display max values are (0x7F, 0x9F). Cursor will wrap
around.
Param_1 ->> Cursor Location (X,Y)

0x31

GET_CURSOR (Param_1)

Read current location of cursor in x and y format. Return
Param_1->> (x location, y location)

0x76

SET_CURSOR_INCREMENT
(Param_1)

Set cursor increment count. Used to determine the cursor
increment after each character placed on the display. Cursor
increment will be valid until changed.
Param_1 ->> cursor increment (default 1)

Display Commands

1

0x25

SCREEN_CLEAR ()

This command will clear the screen and set the cursor location
to the upper left corner (0,0).

0x50

SET_BACKGROUND (Param_1,
Param_2)

Set the display background color, in ARGB8888 format.
Param_1 ->> RGB color code (R,G,B), 8 bit values
Param_2 ->> Alpha transparency (0-255)1

0x51

SET_FOREGROUND (Param_1,
Param_2)

Set the display foreground color, in ARGB8888 format.
Foreground color means the color of the font glyphs to be
displayed.
Param_1 ->> RGB color code (R,G,B), 8 bit values
Param_2 ->> Alpha transparency (0-255)

0x52

INVERT_ENABLE (Param_1)

Invert pixels in the display ON/OFF.
Param_1 = 0, no inversion
Param_1 = 1, invert pixel value

0x72

PUT_CHAR (Param_1)

Send a character to LCDTERM.
Param_1 ->> Character to display.
The new character, either ASCII encoded character or Glyph
number will be displayed at the next cursor position on the
screen. The cursor position will wrap around to make sure there
is enough space at the existing location to display the full
character. If there is no more space on the same line, the cursor
position advances to the first position on the next line. The
placement of characters is intelligent, in that it won’t split up a
Glyph over two rows. When the cursor position is at the bottom
right corner and it’s in danger of overflowing the last pixel
boundary of the screen, if scrolling is not enabled, the cursor

Only valid for LCDTERM430, and LCDTERM1010. Set to 0x01 for LCDTERM177, and LCDTERM280 models.
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positioning operation forces a “clear screen” and displays the
Glyph at location (0,0) upper left corner of the screen.

0x73

PUT_STRING (Param_1)

Print a string on the screen at the present cursor location Same
rules of character positioning apply
as in 0x72 description.
Param_1 ->> any ASCII string up to 256 characters

0x74

PUT_NUMBER (Param_1,
Param_2, Param_3)

Put a number on the display at the current cursor position.
Param_1 ->> 32-bit value of number to be displayed
Param_2 ->> type of number as follows:
'S'(0x00) or 's'(0x00) - for signed numbers
'U'(0x00) or 'u'(0x00) - for unsigned numbers
'F'(0x00) or 'f'(0x00) - for floating point numbers
Param_3 ->> base, can be anything between 2 and 36. For
decimal Param_3 = 10, for binary Param_3 = 2

0x7E

PUT_STRING_CENTER (Param_1,
Param_2, Param_3)

Prints a string in the middle of a rectangle defined below
Param_1 ->> Rectangle start corner (x,y)
Param_2 ->> Rectangle end of corner (x,y)
Param_3 ->> String to place at center of rectangle (ASCII)

Drawing Commands
0x90

DRAW_LINE (Param_1, Param_2,
Param_3, Param_4)

Draw a line between two points with the specified color
Param_1 ->> color in RGB format (3 bytes)
Param_2 ->> Alpha transparency (0-255)
Param_3 ->> (x,y) start location (2 bytes)
Param_4 ->> (x,y) end location (2 bytes)

0x91

DRAW_CIRCLE (Param_1,
Param_2, Param_3, Param_4)

Draws a circle at the specified point and radius with the
specified color
Param_1 ->> RGB color code (3 byes)
Param_2 ->> Alpha transparency (0-255)
Param_3 ->> Center (x,y)
Param_4 ->> Radius of circle

0x92

DRAW_RECT_FILLED (Param_1,
Param_2, Param_3, Param_4)

Draws a solid rectangle between the two specified points with
the specified color
Param_1 ->> RGB color of rectangle
Param_2 ->> Alpha transparency (0-255)
Param_3 ->> (x,y) location of starting corner of frame
Param_4 ->> (x.y) location of ending corner of frame

Best Circuits Inc.
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0x93

DRAW_RECT_OUTLINE (Param_1,
Param_2, Param_3, Param_4)

Draws a rectangle outline between the two specified points
with the specified color
Param_1 ->> RGB color of rectangle frame
Param_2 ->> Alpha transparency (0-255)
Param_3 ->> (x,y) location of starting corner of frame
Param_4 ->> (x.y) location of ending corner of frame

0x94

DRAW_TRIANGLE_OUTLINE
(Param_1, Param_2, Param_3,
Param_4, Param_5)

Draws a triangle outline using the specified points with the
specified color
Param_1 ->> RGB color of rectangle frame
Param_2 ->> Alpha transparency (0-255)
Param_3 ->> (x,y) location of 1st vertex
Param_4 ->> (x.y) location of 2nd vertex
Param_5 ->> (x,y) location of 3rd vertex

Human Interaction Commands
0x60

CLEAR_INTERACTION_BUFFERS ()

Command will clear the switch press buffer and the touch
buffer, preparing the LCDTERM for new user input activity

0x61

GET_BUTTONS (Param_1)

Read user presses of the keys on the LCDTERM.
PARAM_1 ->> # Past Button Presses is the number of levels of
key presses to be read. LCDTERM only holds the last 7 key
presses in order from oldest to newest.
The response returns
<Status><# Past Button Presses><Button press oldest><…>
<# Requested>
The response is printed on the Console similar to display
bellow, allows debugging when using Download Manager.
First:
No Button
Second: No Button
Third:
No Button
Fourth: No Button
Fifth:
No Button
Sixth:
No Button
Seventh: No Button

0x63

GET_TOUCH_XY (Param_1)

Read user touches on LCDTERM.
Param_1 ->> # Past Presses is the number of levels of presses to
be read. LCDTERM only holds the last 7 (x,y) presses in order
from oldest to newest.
The response from LCDTERM returns
<Status><# Past Presses><Press oldest><…><# Requested>

Best Circuits Inc.
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The response is printed on the Console similar to display
bellow, allows debugging when using Download Manager.
First:
X: 53
Second: X: 257
Third:
X: 185
Fourth: X: 55
Fifth:
X: 120
Sixth:
X: 210
Seventh: X: 39

0x64

GET_TOUCH_TAGS (Param_1)

Y: 136
Y: 92
Y: 227
Y: 288
Y: 182
Y: 278
Y: 192

Read user touches if they were within the rectangle specified by
command 0x65 on LCDTERM.
Param_1 ->> # Past Tag Presses is the number of levels of tags
to be read. LCDTERM only holds the last 7 (x,y) presses in order
from oldest to newest. Value returned are single byte tags
setup by MENU_BOX or SET_TOUCH_TAG
Returns data in the following format:
<Status><# Past Tag Presses><Tag Press oldest><…>
<# Requested>

0x65

SET_TOUCH_TAG (Param_1,
Param_2, Param_3)

Sets a one byte tag (value 1-255) to a specific rectangle. This
will create an easy way to select an area of the screen to act as
a button.
Param_1 ->> (x,y) location of first corner of rectangle
Param_2 ->> (x,y) location of second corner of rectangle
Param_3 ->> Tag #. User assigned 1-255.
If you set a touch tag using Point(0,0), Point(50,50), Tag(65) the
GET_TOUCH_TAGS will return 65 if the user touches within the
50x50px rectangle

MISC Complex Graphing Commands
0x77

MENU_BOX (Param_1, Param_2,
Param_2, Param_4, Param_5,
Param_6, Param_7)

Prints a rectangle designed to be used as a button for a touch
screen. Rectangle specifies the size, Tag to be used with
GET_TOUCH_TAGS command, Color of the text, color of the
button itself, the text to be printed on the button
Param_1 ->> (x,y) location of first corner of rectangle
Param_2 ->> (x,y) location of second corner of rectangle
Param_3 ->> Tag#, unique number assigned by user
Param_4 ->> Text (R,G,B) color code
Param_5 ->> Alpha transparency (0-255)
Param_6 ->> Background (R,G,B) color code
Param_7 ->> Alpha
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0x78

SETUP_GRAPH (Param_1,
Param_2, Param_2, Param_4,
Param_5, Param_6, Param_7,
Param_8, Param_9)

LCDTERM can have up to 3 graphs on the same screen at the
same time.
Param_1 ->> Graph # specifies which graph to modify(0-2).
Param_2 ->> (x,y) location of first corner of rectangle
Param_3 ->> (x,y) location of second corner of rectangle
Param_4 ->> Tag#, unique number assigned by user
Param_5 ->> Axis (R,G,B) color code
Param_6 ->> Alpha transparency (0-255) for Axis
Param_7 ->> Graph Y max (32 bit signed integer)
Param_8 ->> Graph Y min (32 bit signed integer)
Param_9 ->> Graph Title
These values should be in terms of the units you want to graph,
not pixels

0x79

SEND_GRAPH_DATA (Param_1,
Param_2, Param_2, Param_4,
Param_n)

Provide y axis values that will be connected by a line.
Param_1 ->> Graph # specifies which graph to supply Y values
for (0-2).
Param_2 ->> (R,G,B) color code of the data line
Param_3 ->> Alpha transparency (0-255)
Param_4 ->> Number of data points (16 bit values) to supply
Param_n ->> Last data point to plot on graph
Data type can be signed 8-bit(0), 16-bit(1) or 32-bit(2) integers.
Provide the number of data points to be plotted. Send the
actual Y value's in terms of your units

0x7D

SEND_GRAPH_POINT (Param_1,
Param_2, Param_3, Param_4,
Param_5, Param_6)

Sends an individual point to be plotted on the graph.
Param_1 ->> Specify the graph number (0-2).
Param_2 ->> (x, y) coordinate in terms of the units of the x, y
max min supplied in the SETUP_GRAPH command.
Param_3 ->> Shapes are specified by an ASCII character,
C or c for circle, S or s for Square, T or t for triangle, X or x for an
x shape.
Param_4 ->> Pixel Size, specifies the size of the data point shape
in terms of pixels
Param_5 ->> (R,G,B) color code of the data point
Param_6 ->> Alpha transparency (0-255)

0x7F

SEND_GRAPH_SPLINE (Param_1,
Param_2, Param_3, Param_4,
Param_5, Param_6,
Param_7…Param_n)

This command will draw a "spline" of points connected by lines.
Param_1 ->> Specify the graph number (0-2)
Param_2 ->> Shape. Shapes are specified by an ASCII character.
C or c for circle, S or s for Square, T or t for triangle, X or x for an
x shape.
Param_3 ->> Pixel Size of the shape in terms of pixels
Param_4 ->> Pixel Color, R, G, B
Param_5 ->> Alpha transparency (0-255)
Param_6 ->> Number of points to connect, to be supplied user
(16-bit)
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Param_7- Param_n ->> points to be plotted sent in (x,y) format.

0x7A

CLEAR_GRAPH_DATA (Param_1)

This command will clear the graph of all data drawn. Specify the
graph number (0-2).

0x7B

SETUP_BAR_GRAPH (Param_1,
Param_2, Param_3, Param_3,
Param_4, Param_4, Param_5,
Param_6, Param7,…Param_n)

Set up bar graph to display real time data. The bar graph
consists of vertical stacks of Green, Yellow, and Red columns
that display the incoming value sent by the user according to
the scaling that was set up.
This command uses the entire screen and will clear it
automatically
Param_1 ->> Graph title, String of char
Param_2 ->> Max value vertical range (32-bit int)
Param_3 ->> Units, string of char
Param_4 ->> Green/Yellow threshold (value 1-9 that specifies
the point where the graph color changes. The Value is a
proportional representation along the full vertical range of
Param_2)
Param_5 ->> Yellow/Red threshold (value 1-9 that specifies the
point where the graph color changes. The Value is a
proportional representation along the full vertical range of
Param_2)
Param_6 ->> Number of channels (individual vertical bars to put
on the graph)
Param_7- Param_n ->> Channel Label, each channel has a label
of exactly two characters (can be one if second is NULL)

0x7C

UPDATE_BAR_GRAPH (Param_1,
Param_2…Param_n)

Fills in the bar graph with data.
Param_1 ->> Data type ( 0 for 8 bit, 1 for 16-bit, 2 for 32-bit)
Param_2- Param_n ->> data for the chart, provide the same
number of data points according to the number of channels
used for SETUP_BAR_GRAPH

FONT Handing Commands
0x41

FONT_LIST ()

Request a list of installed font names which are printed on the
screen of the LCDTERM device in ASCII characters such as BC01,
or custom fonts such as CS01.

0x44

FONT_SELECT (Param_1)

Select a FONT to use. All subsequent characters sent to the
LCDTERM module, will be using the current font (last font set).
Param_1 = String holding font# as in example 0xB001, decoded
as follows:
B in the upper nibble of Param_1 indicates font created by
Manufacturer (BCI). Lower nibble allows for 16 MSB bits of the
FONT name.
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LIST_GLYPHS_IN_FONT
(Param_1, Param_2)

This command will list all the glyphs in a FONT on the screen in
the order of the Glyphs name/number. Glyphs not available in
a certain font will be displayed as a rectangular box filled with
the current FONT display color.
Param_1 = 0xBX MSB of Font Number
Param_2 = 0xXX LSB of Font Number
For User Fonts:
Param_1 will be of the form 0xA0.
Param_2 is the LSB of user font#

Image Handing Commands
0x80

LCD_DISPLAY_IMG_FROM_ROM
(Param_1)

Display an image previously stored in memory. Up to 23
individual images can be stored depending on available space in
NVRAM.
Param_1 ->> is the number of the image, starting with image 0.
Each image takes from 2 bytes to 40,960 byes (entire screen of
1.77” display 128x160x2). Images can be smaller than the full
screen size. Each pixel definition requires 2 bytes for 65K color.

0x81

LCD_STORE_IMAGE_IN _ROM
(param_1-15, param_16-19,
param_20-23, Param_24-27,
Param_n-size-Param_n)

Store a graphics image in ROM.
Param_1- Param_15 ->> Name of Image
Param_16 - Param_19 ->> 32 bit word for Image Size (actual
data of image, does not include formatting parameters),
Param_20 - Param_23 ->> 32 bit for Image width
Param_24 - Param_27 ->> 32 bit for Image height
Param_n-size, Param_n ->> Actual bitmap data, 2 bytes per
pixel.
The image has to be in RGB(565) format.

0x82

LIST_BITMAPS_IN_ROM ()

List all the bitmaps stored in NVRAM by name and bitmap #
assigned to it. LCDTERM will print a list on the screen of all the
bitmaps. The list will show each name of Image and the
associated image# on the LCDTERM display. A Free bytes
remaining message will tell the user how much room is left of
the NVRAM storage space.

0x83

ERASE_IMAGE_SPACE (Param_1,
Param_2)

This command will erase the entire Image space where IMAGES
are stored in memory.
Param_1, Param_2 is a lock key code, for Erase Image
Command its 0xC8, 0xA9.

Table 6: LCDTERM Command set
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Command Details
Each command sequence consists of a Command ID, and 0-256 parameters each in a specific sequence.
The LCDTERM SPI port will acknowledge each transaction with 0x55 for successful transaction, or the
following error codes (Table 7) for better error reporting resolution. Queue full error occurs when
LCDTERM has reached 1024 elements in its execution table. The user will have to wait for the queue to
be emptied of some characters before sending anymore data to LCDTERM.
Table 7 contains the definition of all the error codes generated by LCDTERM SPI interface.

Response
byte (Hex)
0x55

Description

Reason for sending

RESP_SUCCESS

Command accepted and will be
executed

0xAA

RESP_ERROR

General error occurred. Check number
of parameters sent and try again.

0xA5

RESP_BUSY

Response when sending dummy bytes
via SPI waiting for another one of these
status codes

0xFE

RESP_WRONG_PARAM

Wrong parameter was received

0xF0

RESP_BUFF_FULL

Command buffer is full. Resend
command after giving LCDTERM some
time to execute commands in buffer.
Table 7: Command responses

Notes:
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Font Storage Format
Fonts are stored in NVRAM and arranged in a certain format. The memory map for such is shown in
Table 9.
The font pack is downloaded through the UART from a PC. As the font is downloaded through the UART,
the font parsing code aligns and places fonts at the locations in the local NVRAM. The parsing will strip
the font pack name and display a user message like “Downloading FONTPACK xxxxx”, as well as some
progress bar. The parser will synchronize the synch bytes to track the data coming in and will place font
information in the corresponding locations in NVRAM. Once a font pack has been downloaded the
font_Index() function will be run on the downloaded font which will traverse the NVRAM space and
index all fonts into the proper LUT table.
FONTS

Fonts are labeled B001 to BFFF which are unique names given by the FONT creator at the factory. The
Font name is embedded in front of each font in the FONTPACK. The user can send a FONT_list() (0x44)
command to have the LCDTERM display the fonts currently stored in NVRAM.

Font Name
common (15 ASCI
chars/name)
Courier
Arial
Times New Roman

Size (pt.), 2
ASCII chars
20
09
12

BCI stored
font # (5
ASCII chars)
B001
B002
B003

Line
Feed
0x0A
0x0A
0x0A

Table 8: Font Name list format
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BITMAPS

Bitmaps are stored in LCDTERM NVRAM memory starting at a certain location and are indexed
immediately after download to allow access by the user. The index allows up to 22 bitmap entries to
be to be placed in the mapping space. Bitmap index names cannot contain a comma and they must use
all 15 characters designated for the name if necessary using space (0x20) as the padding character.
Bitmap Name
(15 ASCI
chars/name)

Bitmap
Index# ( 2
ASCII
chars)

Bitmap
Image width
(pixels), 2
bytes

Bitmap
Image height
(pixels), 2
bytes

Bitmap size
in bytes (4
bytes raw
data)

Bitmap of logo
Image bitmap_1

01
02

129
48

160
42

A000
0800

Bitmap
Starting
location
(4 bytes, raw
data)
022000
02C000

Line
Feed

0x0A
0x0A

Table 9: BITMAP list format

Users, send bitmap index# with a command such as LCD_DISPLAY_IMG_FROM_ROM () when they want
a certain bitmap displayed. To find out what’s already in memory, the user can send a LIST_BITMAPS()
command to have the BITMAP table displayed on the screen along with the bitmap index.
When downloading a bitmap to LCDTERM memory, the header of the bitmap contains information such
as the name of the bitmap, Size of Bitmap, Image width, bitmap Image height. The receiving code, strips
that information in the order it was received and builds the bitmap index table shown in Table 6. At that
time, an index number is assigned to it which users can send to display the required image on the
screen.
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FONTPACK DOWNLOAD
A font pack consists of several fonts packed in a larger file that is usually downloaded from a PC through
the UART port of the LCDTERM device. A font pack contains all the synchronization bytes, Font names,
and Glyph numbers as well as data for the Glyph. A command is received by the LCDTERM parser to
initiate a FONTPACK download. The FONTPACK contains a name field at the beginning of the file and
various fonts following synchronization bytes. The LCDTERM device will print a message such as
“DOWNLOADING FONTPACK01” and will show progress by printing dots until a “DOWNLOAD
COMPLETE” message is displayed. Figure 12 shows the FONT DOWNLOAD MENU. The user will have to
enter a font pack name and point to the location of the Font pack to be downloaded.

Figure 13: Command Terminal responses

The organization of the FONTPACK is shown in Table 10.
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FONTPACK CREATION
A FONTPACK consists of up to 20 fonts which can be packed in a file and downloaded all at once to the
LCDTERM device through the UART interface.
To create a FONTPACK, a special utility was built by BCI which took up to 20 fonts along with font
properties entered by the font creator (about each font), and combined the *.C files located in different
libraries to create a large FONTPACK file. The directories holding the data for each file that represents a
Glyph in that font hold all the glyphs and are labeled with the Common font name, size of font and the
unique BCI font number assigned at the factory. Such directory name would look like “TIMES NEW
ROMAN_20pt_B001”
A mapping of the FONTPACK appears in Table 10.
Byte#
1-15
16
17
18
19-33

Code

34-35

22

36-37

0xB0,0x01

38
39
40
41
42

0xXX
0x1B
0x1B
0xXX
0xXX

43
44
45
nn
nn+1
nn+2

0xXX
0xXX
0xXX

0x1B
0x1B
0x1B

0x1B
0x1B

Meaning of byte
FONTPACK Name
Font header 3 sequential
bytes of 0x1B (ESC) character
Used as data sync pattern
Font Name ASCII Encoded, up to 15 bytes,
such as “Courier Bold”
Font point size ASCII Encoded bytes. Values
range from 01 to 99 point sizes (character
height)
FONT# internal to BCI, in ASCII Encoded bits.
Each font created by BCI is unique and given
a unique font # when created, such as B001,
BC02…BFFF. BCI’s fonts all start with B but
customer’s fonts can start with any other
number or letter, for the first nibble. The
FONT numbers are sequential.
Number of Glyphs in Font 0-FF
Glyph Header sync byte 1
Glyph Header sync byte 2
Character code upper byte
Character code lower byte (Character code is
2 byte unique number)
Number of bytes in Glyph, largest size is 255
Width of Glyph (0-255)
Height of Glyph (0-255)
Glyph Data packed in order from MSB to LSB
Glyph Header sync byte 1 for Glyph n
Glyph Header sync byte 2 for Glyph n

Table 10: Font pack mapping
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Appendix A – LCDERM FONTPACK Glyph samples
LCDTERM ships with FONTPACKbasic1 which contains 19 fonts shown below:
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Appendix B – LCDTERM FONT LIST

BCI FONT INDEX
size(pt.)
B001 - Arial Narrow
- 10
B002 - Arial
- 12
B003 - Arial
- 16
B004 - Arial
- 32
B005 - Arial Italic
- 12
B006 - Arial Bold
- 12
B007 - Arial Numbers
- 50
B008 - Times New Roman
- 12
B009 - Times New Roman
- 16
B00A - Times New Roman
- 32
B00B - Times New Roman Bold
- 12
B00C - Times New Roman Italic
- 12
B00D - Times New Roman Numbers
- 50
B00E - Courier
- 12
B00F - Courier
- 40
B010 - Courier Numbers
- 50
B011 - Hobo
- 23
B012 - Lithos
- 19
B013 - Windings
- 24
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Appendix C – LCDTERM SPEC
The full Specification of LCDTERM177 device is shown below.
Physical characteristics:
Display size
Display size
Display colors
Backlight type
Input buttons
Connectivity
Mounting holes

1.77”
128x160 pixels
65K
LED
3 de-bounced
8 pin header (0.1”)
6 – 0.125”

Power requirements:
Power supply

3.3 VDC Nominal,
3.6 VDC Max
3.3 V
5 V tolerant
74mA
13mA
22mA
700uA

Signaling levels
Supply current backlight 100% on full speed
Supply current backlight off
Supply Current LCD DIM 50%
Supply current Sleep mode

Operating Range:
Operating Temp (°C)
Storage Temp (°C)

MIN
MAX
MIN
MAX

-20
+70
-30
+80

Data Interface:
SPI – Slave mode
UART

1 MB/s – 12MB/s
19,200 BAUD

Firmware/API:
Fonts
User customized
Memory maps
API supplied – C code
Mechanical models

20 on internal NVRAM
Up to 1Mbit allowed
3 images (full 65K color)
SPI Host, UART
STEP, IGES
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The full Specification of LCDTERM280 device is shown below.
Physical characteristics:
Display size
Display size
Display colors
Backlight type
Input buttons
Connectivity
Mounting holes

2.8”
240x320 pixels
RGB FULL COLOR
LED
3 de-bounced
8 pin header (0.1”)
6 – 0.125”

Power requirements:
Power supply

3.3 VDC Nominal,
3.6 VDC Max
3.3 V
5 V tolerant
143mA
13mA
68mA
700uA

Signaling levels
Supply current backlight 100% on full speed
Supply current backlight off
Supply Current LCD DIM 50%
Supply current Sleep mode

Operating Range:
Operating Temp (°C)
Storage Temp (°C)

MIN
MAX
MIN
MAX

-20
+70
-30
+80

Data Interface:
SPI – Slave mode
UART

1 MB/s – 12MB/s
19,200 BAUD

Firmware/API:
Fonts
User customized
Memory maps
API supplied – C code
Mechanical models

20 on internal NVRAM
Up to 1Mbit allowed
3 images (full 65K color)
SPI Host, UART
STEP, IGES
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The full Specification of LCDTERM430 device is shown below.
Physical characteristics:
Display size (diagonal)
Display size
Display colors
Backlight type
Input buttons
Connectivity

4.3”
480 x 272 pixels
RGB FULL COLOR
LED
Touch Screen
8 pin header (0.1”)
4 pin conn UART only
4 – 0.125”

Mounting holes

Power requirements:
Power supply

5 VDC Nominal,
24 VDC Max
3.3 V
5 V tolerant
200mA
1mA
100mA
100uA

Signaling levels
Supply current backlight 100% on full speed
Supply current backlight off
Supply Current LCD DIM 50%
Supply current Sleep mode

Operating Range:
Operating Temp (°C)
Storage Temp (°C)

MIN
MAX
MIN
MAX

-20
+70
-30
+80

Data Interface:
SPI – Slave mode
UART

1 MB/s – 12MB/s
19,200 BAUD

Firmware/API:
Fonts
User customized
Memory maps
API supplied – C code
Mechanical models

20 on internal NVRAM
Up to 8 Mbit allowed
8 images (full RGB color)
SPI Host, UART
STEP, IGES
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The full Specification of LCDTERM1010 device is shown below.
Physical characteristics:
Display size
Display size
Display colors
Backlight type
Input buttons
Connectivity

10.1”
1280x800 pixels
RGB8 (16.7M)
LED
Cap touch
8 pin header (0.1”)
4 pin conn UART only
6 – 0.125”

Mounting holes

Power requirements:
Power supply

5 VDC Nominal,
24 VDC Max
3.3 V
5 V tolerant
700mA @5V
60mA
400mA @5V
90uA

Signaling levels
Supply current backlight 100% on full speed
Supply current backlight off
Supply Current LCD DIM 50%
Supply current Sleep mode

Operating Range:
Operating Temp (°C)
Storage Temp (°C)

MIN
MAX
MIN
MAX

-20
+70
-30
+80

Data Interface:
SPI – Slave mode
UART

1 MB/s – 12MB/s
115,200 BAUD

Firmware/API:
Fonts
User customized
Memory maps
API supplied – C code
Mechanical models

20 on internal NVRAM
Up to 8Mbit allowed
16 images (full RGB
color)
SPI Host, UART
STEP, IGES
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Mechanical Specifications
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Mechanical Specifications LCDTERM 430
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